Maintenance Instruction for Dennebos by Chroma – Please read and action accordingly.
All Dennebos by Chroma engineered floor boards are finished with industrial Dennebos
Hard Wax Oil, composed of high-quality natural ingredients.
Immediately after the floor has been installed, and before occupation or installation of any
furniture items, wood boards should be treated once with Dennebos Maintenance Oil
transparent or white. (fine sawn/tate floor boards are treated with Hard Wax Oil instead of
maintenance oil)
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DENNEBOS MAINTENANCE OIL
Dennebos Maintenance Oil (transparent/white) is best applied evenly and lengthwise along
the wood grain with a short-haired mohair roller or a non-pilling cloth.
Dennebos Maintenance Oil (transparent/white) may, if so desired, be polished immediately
after application. This is done preferably by using a buffing machine with a white pad
underneath.
After application, the oil needs approximately 12 - 14 hours to dry.
Depending on the intensity/load of the floor, daily maintenance by vacuum with a brush or
by wiping the floor with a wiper (micro fibre) will do.
Also, you can clean your floor weekly with Dennebos Parquet Cleaner. Dennebos Parquet
Cleaner is so composed that, when used according to the instructions, it does not corrode
the oil finish and it does not leave any soap residue.
INSTRUCTIONS DENNEBOS PARQUET CLEANER
Only add one cap of Dennebos Parquet Cleaner to a bucket of warm water (app. 10 litres).
Then mop the floor with a slightly moist cloth, make sure no small pools of water are left.
Stains or shoe-markings may be removed by applying Dennebos Parquet Cleaner undiluted
to a non-pilling cloth and wipe out the stain lengthwise along the wood grain. Wipe
immediately after treatment with lukewarm water.
Should the floor become less beautiful when cleaning only with Dennebos Parquet Cleaner
and it starts to show wear spots, the floor should be treated with Dennebos Maintenance
Oil white or transparent, tore-saturate the wood
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Please note:
Oiled wood floors are most vulnerable in the first 14 days after installation because the oil
has not yet fully hardened. For a complete and proper hardening, it is important not to walk
or install furniture to protect your floor as much as possible. Please be extremely careful
only to use Dennebos approved products and limit water and moist.
Dennebos Maintenance Oil white should only be used on floors where a white oil treatment
has been applied at the factory.
After installing the white oil, please take care of proper ventilation during the drying time.
The temperature of the room should always be kept between 15- 22° Celsius.
Relative humidity should be between 40% and 65 %.
Do not use any other cleaning agents, these will permanently damage your floor, or leave a
permanent film that cannot be removed without sanding, and or it may even affect the hard
wax oil.
MAINTENANCE TIPS
Wait at least 48 hours before placing any furniture on the floor.
Always protect your new floor with furniture covers or small pieces of felt or carpet
underneath your furniture. This prevents scratches and damage when furniture is moved.
Please do not cover the floor in the first two weeks, as hard wax oil needs to dry completely
and oxides. This process can take up to six months.
In the first two weeks the floor should only be vacuumed or cleaned with a dust cloth (like
Swifter for example), do not wipe with water.
Wait at least 3-6 months before applying carpets or rugs in order to prevent shade
variations.
Provide proper barrier matting, both inside and out your main door. This will reduce dirt
from entering the building and damaging the floor. Also, this will keep your flooring looking
better between periodic maintenance, and it will avoid unwanted scratches and damage.
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MAINTENANCE ADVICE
Dry clean your floor daily, vacuum with a brush, or even better, wipe it with a dust cloth (for
example with Swifter or micro fibre cloths). A floor wiper takes up more sand and dirt from
the floor than a wet mop. If you do this daily, you'll find that your floor shows fewer wear
spots.
If necessary, you may wipe the floor with a slightly moist cloth with warm/hot water, mixed
with Dennebos Parquet Cleaner. Dennebos Parquet Cleaner cleans very thoroughly and at
the same time feeds the wood, preventing the oil to wear away.
When you drop or spill anything, it should be cleaned immediately with a slightly moist cloth
with lukewarm water, which may be mixed with Dennebos Parquet Cleaner.
Dry properly.
Stains or shoe markings may be removed by applying Dennebos Parquet Cleaner undiluted
to a non-pilling cloth and then wiping the stain lengthwise along the grain. Wipe off with
lukewarm water immediately after treatment.
Should the floor appear dull when only cleaning with Dennebos Parquet Cleaner and it
starts to show wear spots, the floor should be treated with Dennebos Maintenance Oil
white or transparent, to re-saturate the wood.
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